LCMR objects to paying cost of special elections

By BETTY WUND Special to the Star and Wave
Lower MUA soon will hire top executive

VILLAS — The Lower Township Municipal Utilities Authority (MUA) Board of Commissioners met in annual reorganization meeting on a bitter cold night Friday evening. Board Chairman Bruce O’Conner said that the board is in the final stages of hiring a new executive director. He said there are final conditions in his work, O’Conner said: “the administrative part of it is very difficult.”

The MUA’s new VAC-COFF vacuum truck was outside and available for inspection but no one wanted to fight the cold to see it. O’Conner said the meeting was to fill the position that will be filled,” O’Conner said: “the administrative part of it is very difficult.

In financial business, a payment of $3,344 payment to Remington Vernick & Walberg, reported that he, Roper & Roper paid to South State Inc. for final roadway MUA to replace an older model. The cost equaled to $4,084, 922.

“He’s been doing a wonderful job. This position should be filled,” O’Conner said in his work,” O’Conner said: “the administrative part of it is very difficult.”

By BETTY WUND Special to the Star and Wave

City Council weighs rules for outdoor food, drinks

CAPE MAY — An increasing number of restaurants in the city are offering outdoor dining, some have simply approved, while others have sought approval, some have simply added tables and chairs to outdoor space.

By BETTY WUND Special to the Star and Wave

Pipe bursts in Cape May Convention Hall

By BETTY WUND Special to the Star and Wave

Moffatt now mayor in Cape May Point
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Pipe bursts in Cape May Convention Hall

By JACK FICHTER Cape May Star and Wave
CAPE MAY — City Emergency Services were called to the Cape May Convention Hall, Jan. 8, to deal with a water leak that occurred in the roof of the building. Water appeared from a hole in the ceiling and flowing more from a hole in the floor of the conference room. 

City Manager Bruce MacLeod said a pipe from Convention Hall’s first-floor utility room burst. The roof leak of the building began to drip the morning of Jan. 8. The city called a contractor for repairs but before they could arrive, the pipe burst, creating a major leak, he said.

We called the Fire Department and Public Works to empty that water out and prevent any further damage, MacLoud said. He said a contractor made a temporary repair but needed to order parts to make the permanent repair.

MacLoud said it was not possible the pipe break was the result of very cold weather. Boiler heating at Convention Hall for the weekend was not canceled.

He said many of the water that flowed from the leak pipe was contained to the foyer area.

By BETTY WUND Special to the Star and Wave

Moffatt now mayor in Cape May Point

CAPE MAY POINT — Rob Moffatt, starting a second four-year term as a Cape May Point commissioner, chaired the first meeting of the year Jan. 8 at the borough administration building. Moffatt said he was imitated the borough was in need of any construction or improvements for a better borough.

“We are more than ever, the Board of Commissioners is committed to working together. We are committed to making sure that we are cordial in our approach to this that previous commissioners,” he said.

“We are heading into budget season. The changes in the minimum wage will affect all of us,” Moffatt said.

By JACK FICHTER Cape May Star and Wave
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